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Driving Operational Efficiencies and Increasing Profitability for your Supply Chain
There are many supply chain challenges and pressures facing Manufacturers and Distributors.  Discover what actions you need to
take to improve your warehouse operations and how a best of breed WMS technology solution can support you on this journey.   
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‘A true entrepreneur is a doer, not a dreamer’. Sarah Jones is living proof of this. Bitten by the 
bug at just 14, Sarah set up a profitable eBay business importing items from across the globe 
and selling in the UK, igniting a love for e-commerce and developing an acute business mind in 
the process. 

Four years later, a degree in Economics at Edinburgh University beckoned, which not only 
heightened Sarah’s financial acumen, but also her highly competitive nature! Her placement at 
Deloitte London in the retail M&A team led to an international secondment in the Middle East 
just a few years later. 

Which is where the Mini Exchange story really begins, and to a point, where Sarah the CEO figure 
emerges. Described by her friends, as “a relentless enterprise of fresh ideas and innovations” 
she’s never lost the thirst for clinching a business deal first hand and is a self-confessed 
workaholic. Her phone is never off, her mind is always active and her passion to drive the 
business forward is unrivaled. 

Spotting a gap in the market on arrival, Sarah secured funding for Mini Exchange in a matter of 
months, growing from an exchange platform for parents to a hugely successful e-commerce 
venture in just two years. 

Never one to rest on her laurels, in 2016, Sarah turned her attention to growing the brand 
portfolio to include- "At Home" and Pre/Post Pregnancy "Get Fit" categories, thus paving the 
way for Mini Exchange to evolve and become the destination providing Everything For Mums. A 
natural extension for the online portal, a brand refresh followed in early 2017 to establish this as 
the core proposition of the business, focusing on top categories and products required by the 
modern mummy. Introducing Sprii.com- the shopping hub loved and trusted by mums in the 
Middle East. 
Awards & Accolades for Sprii.com and Sarah Jones 

Small Business CEO of the Year Award, a listing in Arabian Business’s 50 Most Influential Brits 
in the UAE, the E-Commerce Enterprise Agility Award and was selected for Google’s prestigious 
BlackBox accelerator program in Silicon Valley in 2015. 2016 proved equally successful, winning 
‘Online Business of the Year Award’ at the Gulf Capital SME Awards and appearing on Forbes 
Middle East’s ’50 Of The Most Promising Start Ups’ list. 

Baljeet is the Director Director: SCM Strategy ECEMEA. She has 20 years of experience in IT and 
ERP Domain. She joined Oracle in 1997 and has worked across EMEA, APAC and now MEA. She 
has helped Driving Digital Financial Transformation for organizations both on premise and SaaS 
across MEA.

Baljeet is an Accountant. Prior to joining Oracle she was a Financial Controller of Blue Chip 
Companies in the UK.

Baljeet holds a BSs Hons Biology (Bristol University). Accountant ACCA (London)

Charities: Baljeet supported various charities: Raised funds for Children’s Charities - climbing 
Kilimanjaro (2006) and 3 hrs nonstop Spinning classes. 

Helped Charity Organisations prepare Financials Statements.

Country leader-for Oracle Women Leadership in Dubai

Director : SCM
Strategy ECEMEA,
Oracle

Baljeet Nagi



Oracle Modern Supply
Chain Management

Supply Chain the Epicentre of
Business Transformation!

Good supply chain management is essential
to a company's operational e�ciency, customer
centricity, compliance, carbon footprint, and
ultimately, it's overall success. how does organizations
adapt their supply chain operations to prime
their organizations to improve the customer
experience & order to cash?

IoT Partner
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Dr. Shereen Nassar is an Assistant Professor in Operations, Supply Chain and Logistics 
Management at Heriot- Watt University. Dr. Shereen Nassar has her doctorate degree on the 
application of RFID in Supply Chain and Logistics Management in 2012 from Bath University (one 
of the elite UK Universities). Prior to her appointment at Heriot-Watt University, Dr. Nassar has had 
two years of experience in one of the UAE Academic institutions. In 2014, Dr Nassar was invited as a 
visiting scholar at the Logistics Research Centre, at Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh. For nearly 
two years after completing her PhD, she worked at a number of well-regarded Egyptian academic 
institutions as an Assistant Professor in Operations and Supply Chain Management. 

Dr. Shereen Nassar main research interest is Supply Chain visibility driven by the advancement of 
tracking and tracing technology specifically RFID. She has got a number of research papers and 
book chapters. Her current research interest expands to cover Big Data Analytics, Disruptive 
Innovation, Smart City Applications and Practices as well as Sustainability and CSR.

Joy Ajlouny is an e-commerce industry professional whose influence in business and 

entrepreneurship has spanned the globe. 

Joy is the co-founder of Fetchr, a Silicon-Valley backed Technology Company based in Dubai 

aimed at solving the "no-address" problem hindering growth in emerging markets. Fetchr uses 

patented technology allowing people to use their mobile phone's GPS location as their address. 

Fetchr is the first start-up in the Middle East to be funded by a top venture capital firm in Silicon 

Valley. Joy, on behalf of Fetchr, was on the cover of Forbes Magazine in the Middle East, which 

named Fetchr #1 startup in the region. The company has raised $60 million in investment, 

including a $49 million series B round in May 2017. Prior to Fetchr, Joy founded Bonfaire, an e-

commerce discovery platform for luxury footwear and accessories. Bonfaire was acquired in 2013 

by fashion e-commerce giant Moda Operandi, owned by LVMH and Condé Nast. 

While only 2.7% of venture capital funding has been raised by women, Joy has successfully raised 

funds for two startups from the most prestigious Silicon Valley venture capital firms.

This puts her in the top 1% of female entrepreneurs. Joy is passionate about using technology to 

solve persistent issues in emerging markets, as well as empowering women entrepreneurs to 

break out of traditional roles, especially in the Middle East.

Joy - Ajlouny

Co-Founder, Fetchr
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Hozefa heads Middle East business at Zebra Technologies. He and his team engages with clients in 
the region to consult on Enterprise Asset Intelligence which enables operations visibility in their 
business. Hozefa has been with associated with Zebra Technologies since last 14 years through its 
acquisition of Motorola’s Enterprise Mobility business as well as Motorola’s acquisition of Symbol 
Technologies. 

Prior to his current engagement, Hozefa was heading SMB business at Dell. He started his career at 
Hewlett Packard as product specialist for Mobile Technologies.

The founder of Logistics Executive Group, Kim delivers 40 years of executive leadership experience 
spanning Corporate Advisory, Executive Coaching, Public Speaking, Trade Facilitation and 
Executive Search & Recruitment across the Supply Chain, Aviation, Logistics, FMCG, Retail, 
Resources and Industrial sectors. Operating from the company’s offices in 12 countries. He is a 
regular contributor of thought leadership to industry and media, is a professional Master of 
Ceremonies, frequently invited to Chair international events on contemporary / future industry 
trends and leadership issues. 

A specialist in the linkage of business strategy and supply chain best practice to human capital 
management, Kim has expertise in driving business performance, designing sustainable business 
strategies, supply chain alignment, mergers & acquisitions, organization structure design, 
leadership excellence, change management and talent management. He is a Board member over a 
dozen companies throughout APAC, India and the Middle East, a New Zealand citizen, he holds 
formal resident status in Australia and the United Arab Emirates and is the Australia & New Zealand 
representative for the UAE Government owned Jebel Ali Free Zone (JAFZA), the Middle East’s pre-
eminent Economic Free Zone. 

A triathlete and ex-professional rugby player Kim is a qualified (IECL Sydney) executive coach, and 
the Founder / Chairman of successful not for profit humanitarian organization Oasis Africa 
www.oasisafrica.org.au which has provided sustainable primary & secondary education, security 
& holistic support to over 8000 mainly orphaned children in some of East Africa’s most notorious 
slums. Kim holds an MBA and BA from Massey & Victoria Universities (NZ).Kim Winter

Global CEO

Logistics Executive

Group
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Shailen Shukla is heading the logistics division of Jumbo Electronics Co Ltd, the flagship company 
of the Dubai-based Jumbo Group. He is an astute professional with over 26 years of experience in 
logistics management, supply chain management, profit centre management, commercial 
operations, project procurement and management, vendor management and ERP & systems 
implementation. Prior to Jumbo, Shukla has worked in senior positions in large Indian companies 
like Reliance Logistics, Grasim, Vedanta and Modi Group to name a few in addition to MNCs like 
Brightpoint and TNS in India.

Iqbal AliKhan is the Program Director for Blockchains & Innovations for Global Markets, Enterprise 
at IBM. He is a banker who moved over to management consulting and built an intuitive 
understanding of the intersection of business and technology, leveraging technologies such as 
cognitive analytics, Watson (artificial intelligence & machine learning), mobile, big data, API’s and 
Blockchains to accelerate go to market strategies and operationalize new business models. Most 
recently, Iqbal conducted the successful adoption of distributed ledger technology to trade for 
financial institutions. He followed that up by extending the value chain across 9 participants in 
trade supply chain finance, including ports, logistic companies, telco, banks, airline and regulators 
across the value chain. He is now working with multiple institutions to prioritize trade lanes. Iqbal 
works at the cusp of adoption of innovations, and blockchains by banks, governments, central 
banks and commercial organizations, as part of their digitization strategies. 

Iqbal has over 20 years of experience including successful launch of a new product for a Fortune 50 
bank, a corporate private equity and venture capital platform for a Fortune 50 corporate, and a 
business development platform generating over a billion dollars of corporate contracts for the 
same corporate. 

He has conducted strategy and operational projects at banks and global card companies in North 
America, Europe and Asia. He has hands on experience in Fintech developments, most recently 
around payments, retail, transaction banking and regulations. Iqbal has been at the forefront of 
innovations and a change agent at IBM, leading several first of a kind initiatives. 

Iqbal holds a BA in Economics and History, an MPhil in Finance and has completed various 
executive management programs at Citibank, IBM and INSEAD. He is recognized as an IBM 
Inventor for developing “Method & Application for Business Initiative Performance Management”.

Iqbal Alikhan

Program Director
for Blockchains &
Innovations - Global
Markets, Enterprise, IBM
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Software Business Pro, Purist from Pakistan, Startup Mentor in Dubai.
Magento eCommerce Evangelist and Founder Fashion Marketplace of the Middle East Social 
Selling Leader in Top 1 percent of professional Network in MENASA Special Interest in IoT’s and 
Supply Chain Management Striving to stay relevant in Future Digital and Commerce

Forward thinking and energetic Industry leader currently engaged in providing value added 
infrastructure with diverse experience of 25 years in change management ,quality leadership 
,double digit growth strategies, social media architect for change 

Former Superintendent of Police from Pondicherry with expertise in trafficking investigation, drug 
enforcement, electronic surveillance ,fraud and risk analytics, financial frauds

Firoze Zia Hussain

VP Security

Delhivery
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14 Years of experience in courier and logistics across the Middle East, Asia, and Europe 
2015-Present :CEO & Founder Altexpress (Romania) 
2007-2014: Regional Logistics Manager KOQB Unilever (Oman), Logistics Manager Danone 
(Dubai), Regional Operations Manager –Asia Aramex (Singapore) 
Maher founderd Altexpress; a courier and e-fulfilment center in Bucharest, Romania with a focus 
on facilitating trade by providing customers with innovate and effective solutions as well as 
personalized customer experience that suits their changing needs. 
Through out his career Maher was Involved in managing courier and logistics operations in the 
Middle East and Asia. 
He started his career working for Aramex international and was involved in developing Aramex 
services and operations. 

Anass is the co-founder of eyewa, the largest eyewear e-commerce catering to the MENA market. 
With a vision to be the leading vertically integrated, technology-enabled eyewear specialist in the 
MENA region, eyewa seeks to streamline and simplify the eyewear shopping experience by 
providing an easy, affordable and trustworthy platform for sunglasses, prescription glasses and 
contact lenses. 

Prior to eyewa, Anass was Managing Director at foodpanda Middle East, where he managed the 
business operations and growth for the company for more than three years and across the UAE, 
KSA, Egypt and Jordan. Anass co-lead Foodpanda with Mehdi Oudghiri, co-founder of eyewa, until 
the acquisition by Delivery Hero. 

With more than six years of strategic and managerial experience, Anass have an in-depth 
understanding of the e-commerce and finance ecosphere. Anass also worked in Investment 
Banking with Deutsche Bank in London and ACG Private Equity in Paris. Anass holds a master’s 
degree in Management from ESCP Europe, a Bachelor of Finance from Concordia University, and is 
a CFA and FRM charterholder.

Anass Sheraa

Co-Founder

Eyewa
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Sandeep is a Senior Manager with Deloitte with responsibility for advisory practices. Prior to 
Deloitte, he has worked with KPMG, Tata Motors, Lafarge, Infosys and Oracle Consulting and his 
key strengths lie in the areas of supply chain management, business process reengineering, 
emerging countries enablement, network optimization, ERP Implementation and ERP Footprint 
Review across multiple industries and geographies. 

Sandeep is currently pursuing his PhD in Supply Chain Management. He holds an MBA from Indian 
Institute of Management, Kozhikode and a Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical), Bengal 
Engineering and Science University, Shibpur (formerly Bengal Engineering College). He has 
presented several academic and technical papers at Int'l Conferences. He has written several 
supply chain cases for IIM Kozhikode, NITIE, XLRI Jamshedpur and IIT Bombay. Among his various 
accolades and awards, recently Sandeep became the recipient of the coveted MTC Global Awards 
for Excellence, 2017 as an outstanding Corporate Award: Consulting. He is also the Board member 
at KARE School Hyderabad where his role is to chalk out the roadmap for a sustainable model for 
the first generation learners from not-so-privileged background.

“As Regional Director at Vinculum MEA, an Accel Partners & Ivy Cap venture funded global 
organization in the domain of Retail, eCommerce, CPG, Logistics & Supply Chain, based in Dubai, he 
is responsible for the business operations, growth, delivery and expansion across the Middle East & 
Africa region. 

Arvind brings 20+ years of experience across various aspects of Technology business and has 
worked with multiple organizations across domains & geographies including Uptron, Progen, 
McAfee, Jumbo Electronics, in Sales, Operations, Channel & P&L leadership roles. 

He is an alumnus of National Institute of Technology, Warangal (NITW) and Indian Institute of 
Foreign Trade, New Delhi (IIFT )”

Arvind Sahay

Director

Vinculum MEA
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Founder and Chief Executive Officer of standout fashion e-commerce company elabelz.com 
Nooruldeen Agha, began his professional career after graduating from the American University of 
Sharjah with a Bachelor of Science in Software Engineering and Computer Science. He began in his 
native Iraq as a software engineer for major oil company Baker Hughes, it was not long before Agha 
wanted to venture out on his own and forge his own path. Returning to the UAE in 2013, he co-
founded Elephant Nation, a branding and digital advertising agency, with his wife Rand Al Maeeni, 
and started assembling a team. The company grew steadily and worked with over 100 prestigious 
clients including the Government of Dubai, Emaar Properties, and DP World. 

Just two years after it established, Elephant Nation had a stable client base and was operating 
smoothly. Agha decided it was time for his next professional step, this time into a relatively new 
market for the MENA region, e-commerce. Through his experience at Elephant Nation, Agha 
realised that the popularity of e-commerce was exploding across the world and it would just be a 
matter of time before the Middle East followed suit. Identifying the strong fashion oriented culture 
in the region as an investment he could capitalise on. As opposed to the highly competitive 
electronics market, fashion offered the profit margins a start-up on this scale required to succeed. 
He decided to hone in on retro and customizable fashion targeted towards the region, and in June 
2015 CreoRoom was born. 

Just six months later, he set about establishing what he would later call “an Amazon for trendy 
fashion buyers,” with his wife Rand Al Maeeni taking over control of Elephant Nation, enabling Agha 
to concentrate fully on his new company. His second fashion venture, Elabelz, this time focusing on 
mid-scale and luxury fashion, launched in January of 2016, and with Agha at the helm has gone 
from strength-to-strength. Elabelz began to build momentum and within twelve months the 
company expanded from 18 employees to over 170, across various departments that cover 
operations, sourcing, technology and development, photography and marketing. 

Agha decided that as an e-commerce company the user experience was the key to the company’s 
long-term success. Initially this meant acquiring the right team who not only knew their roles 
intimately, but subscribed to the Agha’s vision for Elabelz. Once established the Elabelz team 
refined the customer experience to a point where there are now more than 30,000 products 
available for same-day or next day delivery on the site and across their mobile applications 
available on Android and iOS, with 250 new styles added daily. 

In the almost two years since it was established, Elabelz has seen exceptional and sustained 
growth, which Agha attributes to a number of factors, not least of which is the availability of talent 
in Dubai, which allowed the company to expand beyond the UAE into new markets like Saudi Arabia, 
Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait and most recently Iraq. 

Challenged with an undeveloped market in his native country, Agha re-engineered the process that 
was required for Elabelz to continue to provide the same high-quality products and services. This 
involved building an on-the-ground-operation to consolidate aspects of the business from 
storage and shipping to collect on delivery services, with the result that Elabelz has become the 
pioneering e-commerce force in the region. 

Nooruldeen A. Agha

Founder & CEO

elabelz.com

Michael Truschler

Managing Partner

TruConsult

Michael Truschler is an entrepreneur and e-commerce guru, and an expert on setting up & growing 
businesses in the GCC. He is the Managing Partner of TruConsult, a business consulting firm, 
specialized on the E-commerce & Retail industry. 

He is the co-founder of the one of the most instantly recognizable brands in the Arab World, the 
Middle East’s home shopping channel citrussTV. He successfully exited the company in 2017 to 
Chinese investors. 

Originally from Germany, Michael is an active investor, both in Europe and the MENA region. He acts 
as a mentor to start-ups, provides financial and operational consultancy and advises on e-
commerce and technology projects. 

Michael has been featured in numerous magazine and newspaper features analysing the 
phenomenon of citrussTV and the dizzying rise of e-commerce in the region. 

Michael is fascinated by AI & blockchain technology and believes that those technologies will have 
an enormous impact on businesses and our everyday lives. 

Sports enthusiast, wood carver, serious kite surfer and cyclist. Avid reader. 
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Prahlad is an Executive Director at KPMG and leads strategy consulting engagements focused on 
the transport and logistics sector. He has led several assignments for leading logistics companies 
and Ecommerce retailers in India focused on growth planning, project management, M&A and 
diversification themes and is recognized as a leading logistics advisor. 
Prior to joining KPMG, Prahlad spent over a decade at the A.P Moller-Maersk Group across various 
geographies including India, USA, Germany and China.

Hammad is a union of technology development with creative thinking. His expert digital leadership 
and dynamic out of the box thinking has helped him grow his organizations from start-ups to 
successful businesses. Professionally, Hammad works as Vice General Manager of Bargo 
Ventures, A venture capital company based out of the GCC with 4 successful e-
commerce/technology start-ups in its portfolio including ekuep.com (the first/largest B2B e-
commerce food service equipment retailer in the MENA region). 

M.Hammad Anwer

Head, Ecommerce

Technology, Ekuep.com
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In 2015, Darryl was named as one the “Top 50 influential individuals in Asia' Supply Chain, 
Manufacturing & Logistics industry” in the prestigious SCM Thought Leader publication by SCM 
World, recognising him as expert in the linkage of business strategy and supply chain best 
practices to human capital management. 

Darryl brings 28 years of executive leadership and consulting experience and is regular contributor 
on thought leadership across numerous industry publications and is a frequent speaker at 
international conferences and events on business leadership, strategy & people alignment and 
talent management. He was instrumental in the creation of Logistics Academy and presently holds 
an advisory board appointment with industry group LSCMS. In 2014, he was appointed as one of 
five global experts to IATA’s Global Innovation Award selection board and has held senior executive 
positions within the airline, air cargo and aircraft leasing industry.

An Intralogistic specialist having developed, implemented and streamlined distribution operations 
for the majority of leading brand names plus many small & medium enterprises. Having worked in 
over 20 countries I have a clear understanding of business practice at all levels of development and 
the needs and constraints of company operations. Every project i undertake must result in 
increased efficiencies and throughputs and reduced cost per unit load handled. My work can save 
your business thousands of dollars a year and raise your client service levels. I always look to 
ensure my clients show a ROI on their outlay. Intralogistic Solution (ILS) was established in Dubai 
to take this philosophy to current and future industry sectors, first within the UAE and thence to 
further markets. We review all operational aspects of storage & materials handling and the 
associated control systems to supply solutions that are right for the client criteria. ILS work to 
ensure its clients can successfully provide their clients with: "the right product, in the right quantity, 
at the right place, at the right time, at the right cost”

David Dronfield

Founder & MD 

Intralogistic Solution
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Experience in different business sector in UAE ( Offline and online ) 

Founder of  Vouchen app. The app that was done form the scratch ( designing the full up app UI )  

A brief about Vouchen:
Vocuhen is the UAE’s first free platform that brings various discount vouchers from variety of 
outlets and businesses to the end users. 

We are also introducing for the first time in UAE “Web Deals” as a service to connect online retailers 
and services with customers directly by enabling online retailers and services to advertise their 
products and services through a set of “verified promo codes” delivered directly to the users’ 
devices through our app/website.

Prof. Christopher Abraham is a permanent resident of Canada with three Post Graduate 
qualifications in HRM, Business Administration (Marketing), and Labor & Administrative Law and is 
a PhD scholar in Positive Psychology. He is a Certified Design Thinker from IDEO/Stanford and has 
thirty two years’ experience in management consulting, marketing, and management education in 
India, Canada, Singapore and the UAE. 

Currently he is the CEO & Head - Dubai campus and Sr. Vice President (Institutional Development) 
at the S P Jain School of Global Management, a Forbes Top 10, Economist & FT Top 100 ranked 
Business School, with campuses in Dubai, Singapore, Mumbai and Sydney 

Prof. Abraham has been a visiting Professor at many leading universities in Australia, USA, Canada, 
Singapore and UK. Earlier in Dubai, he headed the Executive MBA Program of XLRI, Jamshedpur. 

His areas of competence are Strategy, Technology & the Future of Education, Innovation, 
Neuroscience of Decision Making, Positive Organizational Behavior, Science of Happiness and 
Design Thinking, Trends & Futures. 

A much sought after TEDx and keynote speaker, he has successfully presented in numerous global 
forums and has also conducted many consulting and executive development assignments for 
global organizations, including The World Bank, The Executive Council (Gov’t. of Dubai), Emirates 
Airlines, DHL, AW Rostamani, P&G etc. 

Prof Christopher Abraham

CEO

S P Jain School of

Global Management
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A strategic Supply Chain Management and ERP professional with more than 23 years of notable 
contribution in positioning, selling, designing, and implementing innovative and best-in-class, 
strategic, tactical and operational ERP and supply chain management business solutions, telecom 
services and managing automotive manufacturing processes 

He has worked with companies like Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd., DHL Worldwide Express, Vodafone 
and Infor, to name a few with varied experience in the areas of Production & Operations 
management in the automotive sector, services marketing and promotions management in 
telecom services, business consulting of ERP and Warehousing solutions for large discrete 
manufacturing companies, e-commerce, Retail and Logistics companies across Asia-Pacific and 
the Middle East. 

Ashish is an MBA in Sales & Marketing from Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, 
Mumbai and has a degree in Production Engineering from Mumbai University

Ashish Kawale

Principal Solution Consultant,

Supply Chain, Infor

In 1995, he graduated from Konya Science High School. After he finished his education in ITU 
(Istanbul Technical University) in 2003 as a graduate of Industrial Engineering, he started his early 
carrier in 2004, as a Quality Assurance Auditor in Turkish Airlines.

Between 2008-2010 he was occupied as an analist in Network Planning Unit of Turkish Airlines, 
and later, by  2010, he was appointed as  the Network Planning Manager. Responsible for the 
capacity and schedule planning of Turkish Airlines whole network, Mr. Fatig Cigal reorganized the 
hub structure of the airline and the existing flight schedule thus openning the path of better aircraft 
utilisation, also a better network connectivity . The new wave structure and increased fleet 
utilization helped airline strong 2012 and 2013 results.

After a 3 years’ successsful post  in the  airline network management, he was appointed as Vice 
President of Central Europe Operations. Having all commercial and administrative responsibility of 
Turkish Airlines operations in Central Europe (Germany, Benelux, Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, 
Czech Rep., Slovakia, Poland) with  28 administrative divisions  in 27 destinations producing more 
than 1+ billion USD sales annually, under  Mr. Fatih Cigal  leadership between 2013-2018, the 
region  flight destinations increased from 20 to 27 and the  annual sales volume increased 20%.

Fatih Cigal was recently appointed as Turkish Cargo  Senior Vice President of Cargo Marketing and 
Sales as of  1 February ’18.

Fatih Cigal 

Senior Vice President

Cargo Marketing

Turkish Cargo
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Turkish Cargo, the cargo subdivision of Turkish Airlines, continues to grow with the new investments parallel to Turkish Airline’s progress. Today, 
Turkish Cargo serves its customers with a network consisting of more than 295 destinations in 120 countries by using Turkish Airlines fleet’s belly 
capacity, Turkish Cargo provides its customers with the most efficient connections to the most important production and commercial centers in 
the world. Turkish Cargo’s dedicated cargo destinations number exceeds 60 with the new service points.
Besides its online destinations, Turkish Cargo also serves to its customers with more than 2000 Truck destinations and Interline connections all 
over the world. As we all know very well; the cargo services, which are one of the main element for Turkish Airlines growth, will grow parallel to 
passenger services. While opening your business to the world, Turkish Cargo will cater to your customized needs with utmost high
quality in every step

Product Profile:
Cargo Air Transportation

Contact Person : Syed Ali Subhani
Address :  Dubai, UAE
Phone  :  00971 55 2008771
Email  :  SUBHANI@THY.COM
Website  :  WWW.TURKISHCARGO.COM

Company Name’s



Company Name’s

Zebra builds tracking technology and solutions that generate actionable in formation and insight giving companies unprecedented visibility. Zebra 
manufactures and sells marking, tracking and computer printing technologies.

Product Profile: 
 MobileComputers
Printers
Barcode Scanners
Printing supplies and printer parts
Barcode scanners
RFID
Laser, thermal printable and RFID Wristbands
Location Solutions
Tablets
Interactive Kisoks
Accessories

ContactPerson : HozefaSaylawala
Phone : +971.50.4507640
Email : Hozefa.Saylawala@zebra.com
Website : https://www.zebra.com/us/en.html
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Company Name’s

PTV Group improves mobility and transport – by using world-class software, data and scientific know-how gained from four decades of experience 
in planning and optimising the movement of people and goods. Recognised as global market player with German technology, we help cities, 
companies and people save time and money, enhance road safety and minimise the impact on the environment. Based on our unique expertise in 
every facet of mobility, we support smooth traffic flow. In the Logistics business field, our portfolio ranges from software for scheduling transport 
routes and trips to distribution planning and fleet management, including truck navigation and parking. A special online service provides real-time 
transparency during the transport process and across the entire supply chain. In the Traffic business field, we offer state-of-the-art technologies 
for traffic planning, transport network modelling and simulating across all modes of transport, including real-time traffic management as well as
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) solutions. PTV software is used to develop the European transport model, which encompasses all passenger 
transport and freight movements in Europe. Our headquarters have been located in Karlsruhe – a centre of innovation and development – since the 
company was founded in 1979. We currently have more than 700 colleagues worldwide committed to driving the high performance of our products.
PTV. The mind of movement.

Product profile: LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS THAT OPTIMISEYOUR TRANSPORTS ON ALL LEVELS

STRATEGY- Location Intelligence, Market Analysis and Field Force Optimisationmapandmarket.ptvgroup.com
TACTICS- Vehicle Scheduling, Transport Managementand Optimisationsmartour.ptvgroup.com
OPERATIONS- Transport Route Calculation mapandguide.ptvgroup.com
EXECUTION- Real Time Navigation and ParkingSolutions for commercial fleets navigator.ptvgroup.com
Powerful products powered by Software components for 3rd party solutions xserver.ptvgroup.com

Contact Person : Nektarios Triantafyllidis
Address : PTV mena region dmcc1601, fortune tower, cluster c, jumirah lake towers,
  dubai, uae
Phone  : +971501158636
Email  :  Nektarios.Triantafyllidis@ptvgroup.com
Website  :  www.ptvgroup.com
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Company Name’s

Godrej - A 120 year old multinational conglomerate with presence in more than 60 countries and having employee strength of 28000+. Provides end 
to end Physical Storage solutions for our customers – Retail, Manufacturing , Defense , Pharma , Automotive , Logistics , Port, Cargo handling , Food 
etc. at different stages Raw material storage to Finished goods storage .Have executed 10,000+ projects around the globe and a 1500+ in Middle 
east itself. Products design meet requirement as per SEMA, FEM and SEISMIC RESISTIVITY. State- of- the Art manufacturing facility with high 
speed precision machines. ISO 9001:2000 certified organization.

Contact Person :  Mr. Krishna Raj
Address : P. B. No. 8549, Saif Zone, Sharjah- UAE
Phone :  +971 55 8992319 / +971 52 9979066
Email : mrk@godrejme.ae / ssgsales@godrejme.ae
Website : http://www.godrej.com/

Product profile:
Warehousing Solutions – Customized Racking & Shelving Solutions tailored to meet your
require ments to perfection.
Work Centre Solutions – Product solutions that enable you to recognize workspace maximize
productivity, improve ergonomics and streamline operations.
Special Solutions – Solutions designed to take on assignments that call for unconventional
storage & material handling.
Logistics Infra Planning Solutions – Consultancy Solutions that help you keep pace with the
pulse of your facility.
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Company Name’s

A leading cloud service provider based in the EMEA, WannaGo Cloud Services provides a range of IaaS and SaaS offerings to SME &amp; Enterprise
customers in the region. Keeping in mind emerging trends such as the subscription economy and
increasing cloud adoption, we do not want you to miss out on the new way of executing business processes. Do business like it&#39;s 2020, with 
WannaGo Cloud Services.

Contact Person :  Dev Mishra
Address : 402, Reef Tower, Cluster – O, JLT, Dubai, UAE.
Phone :  +971 4 4288 380 / 971 56 4222154
Email : salesteam@wannagocloud.com
Website : www.wannagocloud.com & www.wannagobusiness.com

Our Range Of Offerings Include:
Infra-as- a-Service: Virtualized computing resources provided over
the Internet
Copia: Fully managed backup-as- a-Service (BaaS) solution
Duplicato: Fully managed Disaster Recover-as- a-Service (DRaaS)
solution
Controllo: Fully managed Firewall-as- a-Service (FWaaS) solution
Archivo: Archival-as- a-Service offering for on premise, cloud &amp;
hybrid environments
Securro: Security-as- a-Service offering, providing state of the art
security protocols for your infrastructure
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Company Name’s

Oracle, a global provider of enterprise cloud computing, is empowering businesses of all sizes on their journey of digital 
transformation.  Oracle Cloud provides leading‐edge capabilities in software as a service, platform as a service, infrastructure as a 
service, and data as a service.

Oracle's application suites, platforms, and infrastructure leverage both the latest technologies and emerging ones—including 
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, blockchain, and Internet of Things (IoT)— in ways that create business differentiation  
and advantage for customers.

Today, 430,000 customers in 175 countries use Oracle technologies to seize business opportunities and solve real, tangible 
challenges.

Address : Dubai Internet City

Phone :  +97144406810
Email : mea-saas_sa@oracle.com

Website : https://www.oracle.com/ae/index.html
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Company Name’s

SPAN is a leading consultant and solution provider of systems and equipment for your distribution centre, supply chain, and 
workplace requirements.  Since 1989, we have implemented innovative solutions to a wide spectrum of end users in the region, 
including but not limited to 3PL, FMCG, military & government, retail, healthcare, manufacturing, automotive and hospitality. 
SPAN has a multilingual team of over 300 members, a regional market presence – including the UAE, Lebanon, KSA and Qatar – and 
projects executed in over 20 countries around the world.
Our global experience combined with our regional knowledge has ensured our professional development over the years. By 
maintaining expertise in supply chain trends, we continuously aim to introduce innovative solutions that not only streamline 
operations, but also bring real benefits to our customers' bottom line.
SPAN strives to build long term relationships by providing our customers with continuous and reactive support, not only through 
the life of the project, but post implementation as well.
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Address : Al Naboodah Complex, Showroom 4 Nad Al Hamar Road, Ramool.
Phone :  +971 4 289 5111
Email : inquiry@span-group.com

Website : www.span-group.com
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